NERF RIVAL 2020 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

NERF RIVAL TAKEDOWN XX 800 Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: 1/1/2020)
Take on and take down all challengers in NERF RIVAL games with the pump-action NERF RIVAL TAKEDOWN XX 800
blaster. Load this spring-action blaster, pump the priming handle, and press the trigger to fire 1 round. The TAKEDOWN
XX-800 blaster has an 8-round capacity, so choose your targets and fire 8 rounds in a row. Go the distance with this
Team Red blaster that launches rounds at 90 feet per second. Easy loading: Pull the handle back to open the breech,
load 8 darts into the chamber, push the handle forward, and press the trigger to fire 1 round. Move the handle
backward and forward to prime the blaster for the next shot. A trigger lock prevents it from firing accidentally. Includes
8 Official NERF RIVAL rounds. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF RIVAL CHARGER MXX 1200 MOTORIZED Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $34.99/Available: 1/1/2020)
Experience intense head-to-head competition with the precision and power of NERF RIVAL blasting. The MOTORIZED
CHARGER MXX 1200 has a 12-round capacity so you can pound your opponents. Hold down the acceleration button and
pull the trigger to fire 1 round up to 100 feet per second and take charge of the action. Fast, easy loading: move the slide
to access the integrated magazine and load 12 rounds inside. This Team blue blaster includes 24 Official NERF RIVAL
rounds -- 12 to load into the blaster, and 12 backup rounds for reloads. Includes a trigger lock to prevent accidental
firing and a tactical rail to customize the blaster with NERF RIVAL accessories (each sold separately). Batteries required
(not included). Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF RIVAL ROUNDHOUSE XX-1500 Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $24.99/Available: March 2020)
Smash into intense action with NERF RIVAL ROUNDHOUSE XX-1500 blaster! It features a clear chamber that holds six
rounds -- prime the blaster and the chamber rotates, aligning a round into firing position and reloading another round
into the chamber. The blaster's 5 integrated magazines each hold 3 rounds, giving you a total of 15 rounds for highcapacity blasting in a compact size. As the magazines empty, you can to see inside the chamber to know when you're
down to your last few rounds and need to reload the magazines. Show off your aim and accuracy as you fire rounds at a
velocity of up to 90 feet per second from this spring-action blaster that fires 1 round at a time. Includes 15 Official NERF
RIVAL Rounds, enough to fully load all 5 magazines. A trigger lock prevents accidental blasting. Includes 2 tactical rails.
No batteries required. Eyewear recommended (not included). Includes blaster, 15 rounds, and instructions. Available at
most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF RIVAL FINSIHER XX-700 Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Fall 2020)
The NERF RIVAL FINISHER XX-700 blaster features a quick-load magazine for a fast way to reload rounds! A door on the
side of the 7-round magazine slides all the way open, giving you easy access to load multiple rounds quickly. Remove the
empty magazine from the blaster, fill it with rounds, replace it in the blaster -- and get back to battling! You can also load
rounds through the top of the magazine, so you have 2 ways to refill it. Move the slide backward and forward to prime
the blaster and press the trigger to fire 1 round. Comes with 7 Official NERF RIVAL rounds. Trigger lock prevents
accidental firing. Includes a tactical rail. The blaster is compatible with all NERF RIVAL magazines. The quick-load
magazine is not compatible with all NERF RIVAL blasters. No batteries required. Eyewear recommended (not included).
Team Blue. Includes blaster, magazine, 7 rounds, and instructions. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF RIVAL EDGE SATURN
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $39.99/Available: Fall 2020)

Practice your target blasting with the SATURN XX-1000 -- it's the longest NERF RIVAL blaster! It comes with a reactive,
freestanding target that flips when you hit it, changing its position to keep challenging your aim and accuracy. Every
hit gives you another opportunity to test your skills. This breech-load blaster has a 10-round capacity and comes with
10 Official NERF RIVAL rounds. Available exclusively at Walmart in the U.S.
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